vs. orbital phase; some evidence of modulation with the rotational period is also present (Fig 2 c and d) . The complex profile of H@ is shown in detail in Fig. 3 at selected orbital phases. The wavelength of the peak varies from X4867 around $ -0 to X4856 around § = 0.5. This can be attributed either to a modulation with phase of the radial velocity (S wave; see Penning 1985) or to the superposition of two displaced (+ 300 km/s) components with phase modulated intensity. Hel X4471 shows a drastic change with phase, turning from emission at < f > = 0.0 to absorption at < ) > = 0.6 (Fig. 4) .
THE ULTRAVIOLET DftTft
The ultraviolet observations cover two consecutive orbital cycles with exposure time suitable for studying orbital modulation. The mean ultraviolet brightness is comparable to that observed in 1984 NovemberDecember (Falomo et al. 1985) . The 1350-1500 ft continuum clearly exhibits orbital modulation (see Table I ), which is substantially stonger than in the optical continuum. Also C IV, whose e.w. is larger when the continuum is more intense, suffers strong phase modulation (Fig. 5) is possibly close to that of polars (Penning et al. 1986 ). If the main region responsible for the line emission is the boundary between the disc and the accretion column, as in the model proposed by Penning (1985) , our results indicate that the disc is asymmetric so that its visibility varies with the orbital phase. 
